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Appendix A

Communications Planning Guide
The signal staff planning process has evolved continually
for each of the BOSs. The signal officer must understand
what steps and methods make a good, timely staff product
that supports the 1/3 - 2/3 rule of planning. Staff estimate
planning should always include all assets and not be done
in a vacuum. Signal planning must be coordinated with all
staff elements that support an operation. Each of the staff
supports a different BOS and collectively the BOSs support
a combined arms effort that is integrated and synchronized
to support an objective. When the commander issues his
initial guidance, he is giving his intent (the big picture) on
how to accomplish the mission. The XOs job is to maintain
control of the staff. He—
Established a time line for staff planning that
supports the 1/3 - 2/3 rule of planning.
Establishes rehearsal times.
Is responsible for backward planning and
completing a good staff product.
Is the timekeeper once the staff planning
process begins and adjusting the process when necessary.
Is responsible for keeping the staff focused on
each planning step.
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A normal time line covers the following areas:
Receive the Order from Higher.
Mission Analysis. Conduct initial mission analysis to
include specified and implied tasks. (Individual, staff then
collectively.)
Initial Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield
(IPB) Process. Does the staff underatand what the threat
is and how it effects each of the BOSs?
Commanders Guidance. This is when the staff states
whether their BOS can support the mission. This is really
the staff estimate. After the commander has all the staffs
input, he then issues further clarifying guidance and
refocuses on his intent on how he sees the mission being
executed and what he thinks is or will be critical.
Develop Courses of Action. Look at and develop the
three or four moat logical means of accomplishing the
mission, for example, right, left, or up the middle.
Analyze Courses of Action. As a staff collectively and
hypothetically resource and execute each mission course of
action (COA) and determine its validity, risk, and chances
of success. A decision matrix may be used to verify or
support the staffs recommendation of a particular COA to
the commander.
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Decision Briefing. To select a final COA that will be
further wargamed and developed by the staff and turned
into the final plan/order that is issued to subordinate units.
Wargame. This is the most critical part of developing an
operation. The XO and staff are tasked to coordinate each
BOS and to ensure that their individual staff planning
supports the operation/mission. Further, they must ensure
their planning does not conflict or hinder any other BOSs
operation on the ground/air. Offensive operations are
usually planned in phases, but, whatever technique is used
coordination is the key. An example of poor wargaming
and resource synchronization would be if on a particular
mission a key piece of elevated terrain sat at or just behind
the forward line of own troops (FLOT). During the
execution of the mission, several different separate teams
tried to occupy this piece of terrain at the same time and it
was only large enough physically and electronically for one
of the teams to occupy. This lack of specific coordination
may cost the successful employment of several key systems
to support the combined arms fight. Do a risk assessment
to determine the degree of risk involved in mission
accomplishment. See Appendix D.
Publish the Order. Have a method to copy and
disseminate quickly.
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Issue the Order. The commander, XO, and/or the S3
briefs to subordinate units what the mission is and how it
is going to be executed from brigade level. At this point
only 1/3 of the available time should be used up if the
XO/S3 did his job.
Backbrief. Done by subordinate commanders to ensure
Subordinate
the commanders intent is understood.
commanders explain their mission and how they are going
to execute it (if possible actually talking it out on the
ground close to a scale terrain model of the area of
operation.) The staff also briefs how their particular BOS
will support and any critical points to watch for.
Rehearsal. Done at all levels - brigade down to
individual teams. This is sometimes done with the
backbrief to verify what was briefed by the commander and
usually by phase of an operation. The most dangerous
thing that can happen during the rehearsal is that it turns
into a second wargaming process because the initial
wargaming was inadequate or incomplete. This is not a
time to be making key staff coordination or changing the
plan.
BSOs should address communications problem areas at
the maneuver rehearsal.
Recommend practical and
common-sense advice to the maneuver commander.
Address both FM and MSRT communications. Discuss
details of the retransmission and antijam plans specifically
reference fire support communications if possible.
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Reconnaisance and surveillance (R&S) assets such as
scouts and other observer teams frequently conduct
separate rehearsals run by the S2. These are critical assets
requiring detailed instructions and redundant
communications. The BSO or his representative should
also attend this rehearsal, ensuring various teams fully
understand the instructions and contingencies.
Figures A-1 through A-9 give examples of the planning
process.
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